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Abstract

based (HLRC) protocol [10] [6] and Rice’s TreadMarks
(Tmk) protocol [5]. Both are widely-used, page-based,
In this paper, we examine the causes and effects of con- multiple-writer protocols implementing Lazy Release
tention for shared data access in parallel programs running Consistency (LRC) [4]. From our experiments, we derive
on a software distributed shared memory (DSM) system. three specific conclusions.
Specifically, we experiment on two widely-used, pageFirst, in comparing the results on 8 nodes to 32 nodes,
based protocols, Princeton’s home-based lazy release con- we find that the effects of increasing contention for shared
sistency (HLRC) and TreadMarks. For most of our pro- data are evident in the increasing latency to retrieve data.
grams, these protocols were equally affected by latency In the worst case, latency increased by 245%.
increases caused by contention and achieved similar perSecond, in one case, the Barnes-Hut program from the
formance. Where they differ significantly, HLRC’s ability SPLASH benchmark suite, the HLRC protocol handles
to manually eliminate load imbalance was the largest fac- contention more effectively than the Tmk protocol. It
tor accounting for the difference. To quantify the effects more evenly distributes the number of messages handled
of contention we either modified the application to elimi- by each node.
nate the cause of the contention or modified the underlyThird, the distribution of the number of messages haning protocol to efficiently handle it. Overall, we find that dled by each node is no less important than the total numcontention has profound effects on performance: elimi- ber of messages. For example, in Barnes-Hut, eliminating
nating contention reduced execution time by 64% in the the message load imbalance under Tmk (through protocol
most extreme case, even at the relatively modest scale of modifications), brought Tmk’s performance to the same
32 nodes that we consider in this paper.
level as HLRC’s, even though Tmk sends 12 times more
messages than HLRC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec1 Introduction
tion 2 provides an overview of TreadMarks and PrinceIn this paper, we examine the causes and effects of con- ton’s multiple-writer protocols. Section 3 discusses the
tention for shared data access in parallel programs running sources of contention in greater detail and defines the noon a software distributed shared memory (DSM) system. tion of protocol load imbalances. Section 4 details the
Specifically, we analyze the execution of a representative experimental platform that we used and the programs that
set of programs, each exhibiting a particular access pattern we ran on it. Section 5 presents the results of our evaluathat causes contention. In each of these cases, to quantify tion. Section 6 compares our results to related work in the
the effects of contention on performance, we have either area. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our conclusions.
modified the application to eliminate the cause of the contention or modified the underlying protocol to efficiently
handle that particular access pattern. Overall, we find that 2 Background
contention has profound effects on performance: eliminating contention reduced execution time by 64% in the 2.1 TreadMarks and Home-based LRC
most extreme case, even at the relatively modest scale of
32 nodes that we consider in this paper.
The TreadMarks (Tmk) protocol [4] and the Princeton
Our experiments are performed on a network of thirty- home-based (HLRC) protocol [10] are multiple-writer imtwo single-processor nodes using both Princeton’s home- plementations of lazy release consistency (LRC) [4] [3].
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Program
SOR
3D FFT
Gauss
Barnes-Hut

The main difference between these protocols is in the
location where updates are kept and in the way that a processor updates its copy of a page. In Tmk, processors
update a page by fetching diffs from the last writer, or
writers to the page. In HLRC, every page is statically assigned a home processor by the programmer where writers flush their modifications at release time. To update
a page a processor requests a brand new copy from the
home. The difference between the protocols is the most
evident for falsely shared pages. The home-based protocol uses significantly fewer messages as the number of
falsely sharing readers and writers increases. Specifically,
for R readers and W writers, the home-based protocol uses
at most 2W 2R messages and the Tmk protocol uses at
most 2W R messages.

Size, Iter.
8kx4k, 20
7x7x7, 10
4096, 1
65536, 3

Seq. Time (sec.)
72.23
101.35
477.68
125.69

Home Distr.
Block
Block
Cyclic
Block

Table 1: Program Characteristics.
data structure in similar ways. Each reader sends a request message to the processor holding the latest copy of
the page. That processor sends back a reply message containing either the changes to the page in Tmk, or a complete copy of the page in HLRC. Where the protocols differ is in the location of the updates. In Tmk, the last writer
is the source of the updates, while in HLRC the updates
are kept at the home nodes. Hence, Tmk places the load
of distributing multiple copies of the entire data structure
on the last writer. In contrast, in HLRC, a clever home
assignment may result in a more balanced distribution of
the load among the nodes.

3 Contention and Protocol Load
Imbalance
In this section, we introduce the concepts of contention
and protocol load imbalance. We give some intuition for
the characteristics of Tmk and HLRC that may lead to
contention and protocol load imbalance.

4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Platform
We perform the evaluation on a switched, full-duplex
100 Mbps Ethernet network of thirty-two 300 MHz Pentium II-based uniprocessors running FreeBSD 2.2.6. On
this platform, the round-trip latency for a 1-byte message is 126 microseconds. The time to acquire a lock
varies from 178 to 272 microseconds. The time for a
32-processor barrier is 1,333 microseconds. The time to
obtain a diff varies from 313 to 1,544 microseconds, depending on the size of the diff. The time to obtain a full
page is 1,308 microseconds.

3.1 Contention
We define contention as simultaneous requests on a node.
In our platform, contention can be attributed to limitations
in the node or the network. In the former case, the time
that the node requires to process a request is longer than
it takes for the next request to arrive. In the latter case,
the node fails to push out responses fast enough due to
bandwidth limitations in the network link. Most systems,
under this condition, wait for the interface to free an entry
in its output queue. Contention is said to be single-paged,
when all requests are for the same page, or multi-paged,
when distinct pages are being requested from the same
node.

4.2 Programs
We use four programs: Red-Black SOR and Gaussian
Elimination are computational kernels that are distributed
with TreadMarks; 3D FFT is from the NAS benchmark
suite [1]; and Barnes-Hut is from the SPLASH benchmark
suite [8].
Table 1 lists for each program the problem size, the sequential execution time, and the (static) assignment strategy of pages to homes for HLRC. These strategies were
selected through considerable experimentation and yield
the best performance.

3.2 Protocol Load Imbalance

We refer to the work performed to propagate updates as
protocol load (PL). We then define PL imbalance as the
difference in PL across the nodes of the system. Under Tmk, PL reflects time spent servicing requests. For
HLRC, it also includes time spent pushing modifications
to home nodes. As Tmk and HLRC differ in the location
where updates are kept, the protocols may have a different
effect on the PL balance.
5 Results
To illustrate the difference, consider a multi-page data
structure that has a single writer followed by multiple In this section, we present the results of running each of
readers. Both Tmk and HLRC handle each page of the the programs on 8 and 32 processors. Figures 1 and 2
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Figure 1: Speedup of applications for Tmk, HLRC, and
Tmk Optimized.
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Figure 2: Execution time breakdown for Tmk, HLRC, and
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present the speedups and a breakdown of the execution
time for each of the programs. Table 2 shows the variation in average response time. It also provides the average
number of page update requests per node, the total data
transferred, and the global message count. Finally, Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the protocol load histograms of
Red-Black SOR for HLRC, Gauss for Tmk, and BarnesHut for Tmk and HLRC, respectively. Protocol load plots
for 3D FFT are not included due to space constraints.
The breakdown of the execution time for each program
(Figure 2) has three components: memory is the time
spent waiting to update a page; synchro is time waiting for synchronization to complete; and computation
includes all other time.
The protocol load histograms plot the time spent servicing remote requests by each node. Each bar is composed of three elements: communication corresponds
to time spent receiving and decoding requests, as well as
sending replies; diff corresponds to time spent building diffs; and spin corresponds to time spent waiting for
the network interface to free an entry in its output queue.
For Gauss, the protocol load histograms reflect only the
time elapsed during the 8th iteration, instead of the entire
execution. This finer resolution is necessary to show the
imbalance in protocol load that occurs during an iteration.
Red-Black SOR is included as a control program. It is a
program that achieves good scalability (with a speedup of
25.7 on 32 processors) and does not suffer from increases
in response time, as can be appreciated by the small memory component in Figure 2. Furthermore, it exhibits little contention and has a good balance of protocol load,
which is evident in the similar size of the bars of the histogram in Figure 3. For the rest of this section, we will
use the Red-Black SOR response time measurements and
protocol load histogram to illustrate how response time
and protocol load histograms should look in the absence
of contention and protocol load imbalances.
We argue that the increase in access miss time experienced by our programs is largely a result of the increase in
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Figure 3: Red-Black SOR protocol load histograms for
HLRC.
latency for individual requests due to contention and not
solely the result of an increased number of request messages.
This trend is most evident for 3D FFT and Gauss. In 3D
FFT, the average number of requests per node drops significantly as the size of the cluster increases. In Gauss, it
increases moderately (10.7%). Both programs, however,
experience sharp increases in response time. The average
request latency increases for 3D FFT and Gauss by 46%
and 245%, respectively (see Table 2).
The rest of this section is divided into two parts. First,
we talk about the various types of contention exhibited
by our programs and how they increase the latency of
individual requests. Second, we quantify the effect that
contention has on the programs’ speedups by eliminating
contention manually or automatically.

5.1 Types of Contention
3D FFT suffers from multi-page contention. In 3D FFT,
processors work on a contiguous band of elements from
the shared array. Since HLRC home assignment is done
in blocks, in both protocols the processor modifying the
band will be the one hosting the update. The computation on the 3D arrays is partitioned along one axis among
the processors. As a result, the global transpose leads to
all processors trying to read some pages from processor
3

Application
SOR

Protocol
Tmk
HLRC
Tmk
HLRC
Opt.
Tmk
HLRC
HLRC
Tmk
HLRC
Opt.

3DFFT

Gauss

Barnes

Avg. resp.
time (micro sec.)
8
32
1592.33 1668.53
1400.43 1474.77
2017.00 2963.19
1988.77 2918.72
1668.26 1870.31
2595.65 8954.12
2882.89 8640.11
1036.02 1036.02
1630.94 5534.01
1655.81 2033.12
1510.39 1734.28

Avg. per node
update requests
8
32
100
125
83
106
4041
1125
4041
1125
4041
1125
8957
9910
8957
9910
8957
9910
2442
2026
2072
1930
2442
2026

Data (MBytes)
8
32
6
27
7
34
265
295
265
297
265
295
357
1581
562
2586
46
60
130
488
154
529
130
448

Messages (thousands)
8
32
2
10
2
10
66
91
65
74
66
91
201
888
201
888
73
268
144
1535
34
129
144
1535

Table 2: Average response time, average number of pages updated per node, total data transfered and total message
count of Tmk, HLRC, and Tmk with optimizations.

Time (milli sec.)

0 first, and then some pages from processor 1, and so on,
resulting in a temporal contention at a single processor at
a time.
Gauss suffers from single-page contention. The access
pattern for the pivot row is single-writer/multiple-reader.
There are only two such pages for our problem size, but
their producer changes on every iteration. The severity
of contention in Gauss within each interval is shown in
Figure 4. The large spin component in this Tmk plot results from the backlog of large reply messages containing
the pivot row and index in the network interface’s output
queue. The protocol load in the Tmk plot is concentrated
in processor 8, the last writer to the pivot row and pivot
index.
Barnes-Hut suffers from single and multi-page contention. The tree and the array of particles in Barnes-Hut
suffer from single-page contention when read in the same
order by multiple nodes (i.e., the tree root for BarnesHut). Additionally, multi-page contention occurs when
updates for multiple parts of the data structures reside at
any given node. For Barnes-Hut, there is a significant difference in the rate of latency increase between Tmk and
HLRC. While the average response time for HLRC increases slowly, it almost doubles with an increase in the
number of nodes for Tmk. We argue in the next section
that differences in protocol load balance account for the
disparity in response time.
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Figure 4: Gauss protocol load histograms for Tmk.
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Figure 5: Barnes-Hut protocol load histograms for Tmk.
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5.2 Quantifying the Effects of Contention

4

We quantify the effects of contention on our programs by
manually tuning the application or the protocol to remove
the sources of contention. For each application we describe the contention removal technique we used and discuss the effects on the speedup, load balance and response
time. Figures 1 and 2 present the speedups and breakdown
of execution time for the optimized version of Tmk, while
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Figure 6: Barnes-Hut protocol load histograms for HLRC.

4

Table 2 shows the variations in average response time.

Tmk with striping eliminates protocol load imbalance
caused by requests from multiple processors to processor
0 in order to obtain the tree data and achieves protocol
5.2.1 3D FFT
load imbalances and speedups (Figure 1) that are compaThe contention in 3D FFT can be eliminated by carefully rable to HLRC. The protocol load histogram of Barnesrestructuring the transpose loop. By staggering the re- Hut for Tmk with striping is not included as it shows little
mote accesses of different consumers such that they ac- or no imbalance and resembles the HLRC plot.
cess pages on different producers in parallel, using Tmk
The results from Tmk with striping demonstrate that
the speedup of 3D FFT is improved from 12.62 to 15.73 (for this application, at least) there is a relationship beon 32 nodes.
tween protocol balance and response time: as protocol
imbalance grows, so does response time. This is an ex5.2.2 Gauss
pected result; when the proportion of updates originating
from any given node grows, the likelihood of simultaneThe contention in Gauss can be eliminated by broadous requests (i.e. contention) on that node increases. Furcasting the pages containing the pivot row and pivot inthermore, these results show that the distribution of the
dex. Using a manually inserted broadcast, improves Tmk
messages is no less important than the number of messpeedup for Gauss from 8.11 to 22.05 on 32 nodes.
sages. For example, Tmk with striping and HLRC transfer roughly equal amounts of data and have identical mes5.2.3 Barnes-Hut
sage distributions. Although Tmk with striping sends 12
Protocol load imbalance accounts for the difference in times more messages than HLRC, they achieve the same
speedup (4.18 vs. 7.73) and request latency experienced speedup.
between Tmk and HLRC for Barnes-Hut.
To prove this claim we added striping to the Tmk protocol. Striping reduces contention by automatically elim- 6 Related Work
inating protocol imbalances created by multi-page data
structures with a single writer and multiple readers. Strip- A large number of software shared memory systems have
ing identifies these data structures and automatically dis- been built. Many of the papers looking at the performance
tributes them to other processors (i.e. new homes) at the of software DSM on thirty-two or more processors have
next global synchronization point. As a result, the writer’s used SMP-based nodes [6, 7, 9]. Thus, the actual numeffort on behalf of each page that it off-loads is limited ber of nodes on the network is typically a factor of two
to constructing and sending the diff to a single processor. to eight less than the number of processors. Because reThe processor receiving this diff is then responsible for quests for the same page from multiple processors within
servicing the requests from all of the consumers. Overall, a node are combined into one, the load on the processor(s)
neither the number of messages nor the amount of data servicing the page may not be as high as when the number
transferred is reduced, but the average time that a reader of nodes in the network equals the number of processors.
These studies have ignored the effects of contention and
waits for its requested diff drops.
The high load imbalance in Tmk (Figure 5) is attributed protocol load imbalance, as these become significant only
to the distribution of the updates for the tree in Barnes- on a network with a large number of nodes.
Two papers that look at large networks of uniprocesHut. In Tmk updates are always fetched from the last
sors
are Zhou et al. [10] and Bal et al. [2]. Zhou et al.
writer, hence processor 0 has to supply all updates to the
evaluated
the home-based lazy release consistency prototree in Barnes-Hut. As processor 0 gets overwhelmed by
col
against
the basic LRC protocol on an Intel Paragon.
requests for updates to the tree, it has to spend an increasThe
relatively
large message latency, page fault, and ining portion of its execution time servicing requests. On
terrupt
times
compared
with memory and network bandthe 32 node cluster this time accounts for 35.6% of the towidth,
and
the
extremely
high cost of diff creation on the
tal execution time. Of that time, 50.42% is spent blocked
Paragon
architecture
are
uncommon in modern parallel
waiting for the network interface to clear the output queue.
platforms
and
are
biased
towards
the HLRC protocol. The
In contrast (Figure 6), HLRC greatly alleviates the conhigh
diff
cost,
led
the
authors
to
conclude
that the perfortention for reading the tree by spreading the homes for
mance
gap
between
Tmk
and
HLRC
results
from the vast
these data structures across the processors. Specifically,
differences
in
message
count.
We
show
that
the perforif the tree covers n pages and every processor reads the
mance
gap
results,
instead,
from
the
difference
in protocol
whole tree, then Tmk requires processor 0 to service (pload
balance.
1)*n page requests. HLRC instead distributes the tree in
Bal et al. evaluated Orca, an object-based distributed
n*(p-1)/p messages. After that the load of servicing the
shared
memory system, on a Myrinet and a Fast Ethertree requests is evenly distributed.
5

tem. ACM Transactions on Computer Systems,
16(1), February 1998.

net network of 32 200MHz Pentium Pro computers. The
object-based DSM system decreases the number of messages and data from reduced false sharing at the cost of the
programmer’s extra effort to explicitly associate shared
data structures with objects. Objects with low read/write
ratio are stored in a single processor, while those with high
read/write ratio are replicated on all processors using multicast.

[3] K. Gharachorloo, D. Lenoski, J. Laudon, P. Gibbons,
A. Gupta, and J. Hennessy. Memory consistency and
event ordering in scalable shared-memory multiprocessors. In Proceedings of the 17th Annual International Symposium on Computer Architecture, pages
15–26, May 1990.
[4] P. Keleher, A. L. Cox, and W. Zwaenepoel. Lazy
release consistency for software distributed shared
memory. In Proceedings of the 19th Annual International Symposium on Computer Architecture, pages
13–21, May 1992.

7 Conclusions and Discussion
We show that memory latency increases due to contention
and protocol load imbalances are a significant obstacle to
the scalability of software DSM systems. For example, in
one case, memory latency increased by 245% as the number of nodes increased from 8 to 32. Furthermore, there
is relationship between contention and protocol load balance: Higher protocol load imbalance usually results in
increased contention. Intuitively, an increase in the proportion of data distributed from a node, increases the likelihood of simultaneous requests to that node. Thus, we argue that contention reduction and protocol load balancing
should be considered, in addition to message reduction,
by designers of scalable DSM systems.
Overall, on our platform, contention has a profound effect on performance even at the modest scale of 32 nodes.
In 3D FFT, the contention was caused by multiple processors accessing different single-writer/single-reader pages
at the same time. By manually restructuring the transpose
loop, we found that the execution time could be reduced
by 20% on 32 nodes. In Barnes-Hut, we found that protocol load imbalance caused HLRC to outperform Tmk by
84% on 32 nodes. Eliminating the load imbalance brings
the performance of Tmk on par with HLRC. Finally, in
Gauss, the contention is due to a single-writer/multiplereader sharing pattern. In this case, two or three pages are
read at a time, and each page is only read once by each
processor (other than its producer). Using a manually inserted broadcast, we were able to reduce the execution
time on 32 nodes by 64%.
In our future work, we hope to automate the use of
broadcast and load balancing to achieve these results
transparently.
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